
DR. PETER MCCULLOUGH
PRO-VACCINE, SOFT OPPOSITION AGENT

by Omar Jordan

The following information is a presentation of evidence, combined with my
opinions, based on factual details available in the public domain. My opinions
are based on the evidence. I do not claim to present an overarching or objective
truth, and I encourage all readers to engage in their own research by following
the links available in this document. It is up to each individual to research for
themselves in order to determine whether or not your conclusions align with my
assessment and analysis of the evidence. Consider this document a starting
point to a larger body of research and more thorough investigation.

Dr. Peter McCullough is another recent charmer that the conspiracy crowd has
fallen in love with, who is 100% pro-vaccine.

From Wikipedia:

Peter Andrew McCullough … is an American cardiologist[2] and professor at Texas Christian
University & University of North Texas Health Science Center School of Medicine.[3] He is
formerly Vice Chief of Internal Medicine at Baylor University Medical Center in Dallas, Texas and
professor at Texas A&M University.[4] He is editor-in-chief of the journals Reviews in
Cardiovascular Medicine and Cardiorenal Medicine. During the COVID-19 pandemic,
McCullough advocated for early treatment and dissented from the recommendations of
government public health agencies…McCullough and Risch were two of three witnesses called by
committee chair Senator Ron Johnson to testify before a United States Senate Committee on
Homeland Security and Governmental Affairs hearing on COVID-19 treatments held in November
2020. McCullough testified in support of social distancing, vaccination, and treatments,
including hydroxychloroquine.



As we have learned, in under 2 minutes – directly from his WikiPedia page,
McCullough supported social distancing, vaccination and drug treatments for
COVID19. This is because McCullough is a Germ Theory zealot who believes in
an invisible, magical, contagious pathogen called the SARS-COV-2 virus, which
nobody on earth has proven exists.

As confirmed in this interview with Pro-Vax deceiver Del Bigtree:

Del Bigtree: How do you as a physician, someone that has, I believe, always been pro
vaccine, you’re a part of working in the system, you believe in medicine. Do you believe those
numbers? Are we really seeing the death of over 600000 people from this virus?

Dr. McCullough: The CDC acknowledges itself on its web pages that 90% of individuals have
significant contributing illnesses to the death. About 10% looks like it’s Covid 19 alone. In
pediatrics, I think, we’re almost down… Dr. Macri from Hopkins has an analysis that was
presented this week suggesting maybe we’re down to one child in the United States died of
Covid-19 itself, all the other children had contributing diseases like leukemia, cystic fibrosis, etc.
I’ve never seen a viral illness like this, I’ve treated far more than 100 patients, I’ve advised on
many hundreds if not thousands of individuals. There’s viral replication, cytokine storm and
thrombosis. It appears to be a really difficult illness to treat late, and it seems so easy to treat
early.

Clearly, both men are engaged in deception. They are meant to present
themselves as sincere opposition voices to the mainstream’s narrative, when in
fact they are in lock-step agreement with the mainstream’s lies about viruses and
all things Virology and Germ Theory.

A big part of McCullough’s game is to promote natural immunity over vaccine
immunity. This may sound reasonable on the surface, but when we understand
the deception of virology, we realize this is a double-cross. The entire concept of
natural immunity is a misdirect, to keep people invested in the lie of contagious
pathogens and the religion of germ theory.

In his interview with Del Bigtree, McCullough mentions multiple times that the
vaccine “is failing” – remember, these are the vaccines that he recommended
and supported in front of a U.S. Senator. We can get a better understanding of
McCullough’s position with this little bit:

We have ... breaking reports from Israel, where about 80% of the adult population over age 20
has received the Pfizer vaccine, and in fact, about 80% of those covid 19 cases, in fact are
among the vaccinated individuals. Among those hospitalized in Israel it’s 60% have been
fully vaccinated. The same thing is true in the United Kingdom, where they have about 75%
vaccinated. In this case with an array of vaccines, Pfizer, Moderna and AstraZeneca, Oh, 40%



of those hospitalized in the UK, in fact have been fully vaccinated. What’s going on is the delta
variant, and this is one in a sequence of variance that really has arisen as a result of mass
vaccination, now the Delta brand has undergone antigenic escape immune escape, if you will,
and it’s avoiding the antibodies of the vaccine and causing covid 19 illness in individuals.
Fortunately, it’s mild and it’s more easily treated. But the great fear is that the vaccinated will
assume they are protected, when in fact, they’re not.

What McCullough is doing here is called “soft” opposition. Soft opposition hides a
real problem – the vaccines are dangerous and are making people sick – and
replaces it with a fake problem – the vaccines are ineffective and don’t protect
against the virus. This is a standard sleight-of-hand trick that propagandists use
to reframe the conversation and bury the real issues under a cloud of distraction.

McCullough is saying that the vaccines are not effective against the virus. But
since we already know that there is no virus, it should be easy to see through
these lies. Instead of explaining what’s really going on, and what’s obvious to
many of us – that it’s the vaccines that are causing these illnesses and
hospitalizations – McCullough continues to sell the lie of the virus and its latest
variant, the Delta Variant.

So, where exactly does he come up with these lies about the Delta Variant?

Well, in this interview McCullough references this paper from the Lancet, titled –
Transmission of SARS-CoV-2 Delta Variant Among Vaccinated Healthcare
Workers, Vietnam. Astute readers and those who have done their homework
already understand that there is no such thing as “transmission” of this virus,
because there is no such thing as SARS-COV-2 original or Delta “Variant.” In this
paper, we can read the following:

Methods: We studied breakthrough infections among healthcare workers of a major infectious
diseases hospital in Vietnam. We collected demographics, vaccination history and results of
PCR diagnosis alongside clinical data. We measured SARS-CoV-2 (neutralizing) antibodies at
diagnosis, and at week 1, 2 and 3 after diagnosis. We sequenced the viruses using ARTIC
protocol.

How do you sequence a virus without first properly isolating the virus? Well, the
obvious answer is that you can’t because it’s impossible. So what is this ARTIC
protocol that they used to “sequence” the “virus?”

The ARTIC protocol comes from the ARTIC NETWORK. From their website, we
learn that they are funded by the Wellcome Trust.

The Wellcome Trust is an “independent foundation” funded from an investment



portfolio that currently stands at £29.1 billion. Well, that’s interesting. So, where
does this funding come from?

The original source of the funding came from Sir Henry Wellcome upon his death
in 1936. From his WikiPedia page, we learn that Sir Henry Wellcome

was an American British pharmaceutical entrepreneur. He founded the pharmaceutical
company Burroughs Wellcome & Company with his colleague Silas Burroughs in 1880,[2]

which is one of the four large companies to eventually merge to form GlaxoSmithKline. He
left a large amount of capital for charitable work in his will, which was used to form the
Wellcome Trust, one of the world's largest medical charities.

Ahh yes, another philanthropist pharma sorcerer.

In 1986, Wellcome decided to diversify by listing and selling shares in the company, which was
subsequently bought by the pharmaceutical company Glaxo in 1995.

On their reports page, we can see that Wellcome is heavily invested in promoting
zero-carbon schemes and pushing Agenda 21 climate change propaganda.

If we look at their 2020 Bond Investor Presentation, we learn that Wellcome
Trust is

dedicated to improving health and we fund health-related research across the world. We aim to
set our spending policy to maximise sustainable charitable funding over time whilst preserving
the real purchasing power of the investment portfolio. Wellcome has played a key role in the
global pandemic research response this year. Our Director, Professor Sir Jeremy Farrar, is a
member of SAGE and we are active participants in Gavi, CEPI and the WHO.
Riiiiiight. Okay, so who is Jeremy Farrar? WikiPedia tells us:

In July 2015, he co-authored a paper in The New England Journal of Medicine (with Adel
Mahmoud and Stanley A. Plotkin), titled "Establishing a Global Vaccine-Development
Fund", that led to the founding in 2017 of the Coalition for Epidemic Preparedness
Innovations (CEPI).[33][34] Together with a number of others, in 2016 he proposed a World
Serum Bank as a means of helping combat epidemics.

In case you didn’t know, Stanley A. Plotkin is well known as the “father of
vaccines.” You can hear him admit to using aborted fetal tissue in vaccines here.

WikiPedia tells us this about SAGE:

The Scientific Advisory Group for Emergencies (SAGE) is a British Government body that
advises central government in emergencies. It is usually chaired by the United Kingdom's Chief

Scientific Adviser, currently Sir Patrick Vallance.[1][2] Specialists from academia and industry, along
with experts from within government make up the participation, which will vary depending on the



emergency.[3] SAGE gained public prominence for its role in the 2020 COVID-19 pandemic in the
United Kingdom.

So … right off the bat, we have established that the Wellcome Fund has a direct
conflict of interest in that if they can successfully “sequence” a fictitious virus,
these findings would lead to the development of a vaccine, from which they will
all reap the rewards and profit hundreds of billions of dollars. We also learned
that their Director is a member of SAGE which is a direct body of the British
Government. More from the presentation:

Some examples of Wellcome’s role in the global pandemic response:

• The Covid-19 Therapeutics Accelerator (CTA) started in March 2020 with support from
Wellcome, Mastercard and the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation. So far, the CTA has
committed over $90m to clinical trials, therapeutic candidate discovery research, platforms to
collect real-world evidence and data, and extra manufacturing capacity.
• We are part of the Access to Covid-19 Tools (ACT) Accelerator, which was set up by the WHO
to ensure global equitable access to the best vaccines and treatments. • We funded a
diagnostic tool specifically designed to test for the virus in low- and middle-income
countries and research into the ethics of Covid-19 vaccine research and development.
• At the Wellcome Sanger Institute, 200 staff volunteered to contribute to sequencing the viral
genomes in 180,000 samples from Covid-19 infections. The institute helped fund the effort
which was part of the Covid-19 Genomics UK Consortium.

Certainly no conflicts of interest there. How about their direct shareholdings?



Yes, yes, I’m sure it’s all on the up and up! Well, you can read the rest of the
presentation to see how well they are doing financially, if you like. The point here
is that Peter McCullough upholds this report in the Lancet as proof that the Delta
Variant has been “successfully sequenced” – a bald-faced lie, if there ever was
one – and makes absolutely no mention whatsoever about who is funding this
study and where the sequencing machines come from or the conflicts of interest
that these entities have in successfully sequencing the so-called “variant.”

Here is the bottom line – The ARTIC NETWORK and Wellcome have a direct
financial incentive to “find” a virus or variant. If they can’t find one, then GAVI, the
WHO, the Bill and Melinda Gates Foundation and the rest of these racketeers will
fire them and hire another company whose machines will find them.

If Peter was an honest person who was really seeking the truth and working
for the people, then he would explain to the viewers, in no uncertain terms –
precisely why this study cannot be relied upon as a genuine piece of scientific
evidence, because we already know that the machines are rigged, and the
conflicts of interest between Wellcome Trust, and these other entities and
organizations including GAVI, WHO, CEPI and the Bill and Melinda Gates
Foundation are glaring and ubiquitous, as I’ve outlined above.

In fact, I would go as far as saying that this should be the main point around any
discussion about this paper. Are we supposed to believe that Peter doesn’t know
about these conflicts of interest? Of course he does.



Also note that little bit in the Lancet study which says:

Funding: Wellcome (106680/B/14/Z and 204904/Z/16/Z).

Declaration of Interest: None to declare.

Really? So all of that stuff I’ve outlined above wasn’t worth declaring or
mentioning at all? Yup, no declaration of interest to see here, nothing to declare,
these aren’t the droids you’re looking for…

Here are some other golden nuggets from the interview with Silly Stew that give
us a glimpse into what Peter McCullough’s real beliefs are, when it comes to
viruses and vaccines.

...about 70% of my practice - I see patients every week in the office who have been fully
vaccinated and so I’m seeing in my practice wholesale vaccine failure among some
individuals - are fully vaccinated, contracting COVID19.

Really. So, first of all - why are his patients taking the vaccine? Didn’t he
recommend for them NOT to take the vaccine? If not, why not? Oh, because
they’re not dangerous you see, they just don’t work and then the patients
contract COVID19. Can we acknowledge that this person is a con-artist yet? Is
this really someone we want on our side? Someone who would encourage his
patients to take a COVID vaccine, and then when the vaccine makes them sick,
tell the world that they “caught COVID” based on nothing but a flawed PCR Test
and dogmatic devotion to an ancient religion? Peter continues with his nonsense:

Well we have data … the CDC website is really a treasure trove of data and people really
should go there and look at it because the CDC is trying to signal Americans - listen to this
report is due July 26 the CDC reported 6587 vaccine failure cases that were hospitalized …
now it doesn’t represent the universe but it represents good quality data coming from the
department of community health - 49 states represented in that report 19% died so this idea
that the vaccine prevents mortality with COVID-19 really should not be supported by the
CDC data itself…

Right. So Peter’s soft opposition stance is – the 19% died because the vaccine
didn’t work and they “caught COVID.” But how do we know it wasn’t the vaccine
that killed them? Peter has nothing to say about that possibility, of course!

Next, Silly Stew asks Peter if he thinks there’s any benefit to taking the vaccines,
and Peter dodges the question:

Well I am a healthcare worker and like so many healthcare workers now there’s been a whole



wave of mandates coming down from health systems to actually mandate the vaccine on the
workforce in healthcare and these are by the CDC and FDA offering ... these are elective
vaccines, they are investigational – the CDC and FDA has given no report through anytime
through program, we’re 8 months into this, we’ve had no report on how the vaccines are
doing from the agencies... no press briefing in terms of which vaccine is holding up better
than others…

So the issue isn’t that the vaccines are dangerous, you see – which is why Peter
dodged the question. The issue is that we don’t want them mandated because
we have no report or press briefing from the CDC and/or FDA in regards to
which of the vaccines is the least dangerous!

In other words, if the CDC and FDA come out tomorrow and hold a press briefing
or release a “report” that declares all the vaccines are safe, then Peter will be
100% on board! Because we have the report now, you see. They held a press
briefing, everything is fine now! The vaccines are safe!

GOD BLESS GOVERNMENT AND GOD BLESS VACCINES!

WE CAN ALL BE THANKFUL AND GRATEFUL NOW THAT THE
CDC HAS PRODUCED THEIR PRIZED “REPORT,” THANKS TO
THE EFFORTS OF PRO-VACCINE WARRIORS LIKE PETER!

So, let’s be clear – Since we have already established that Dr. McCullough
believes in viruses and is pro-vaccine, once the FDA and CDC provide him with
what they all determine to be sufficient safety studies for the current COVID-19
via an official “report” – then he will have no problems whatsoever – not only
recommending it, but perhaps even mandating it. Since it’s safe and effective
now, for the common good, of course.

That’s a common question I get, which is if I have to take it, which one should I take - I say I
don’t know, the government hasn’t told us which one is performing better, and they’ve
given no press briefing on safety…

Peter can’t tell his victims … errr, I mean his patients, which vaccine to take
because the government hasn’t given him his marching orders yet. Once the
government tells Peter which one is the safest, then that’s the one he’ll
recommend for his patients. So which one do you think it will be? Pfizer?
Moderna? Regardless of which company the CDC is most intimately in bed with,
none of these vaccines can be considered safe, for obvious reasons. But as long
as they put their stamp of approval on one of them for Peter, then he’ll go back to
recommending that vaccine for his patients. In other words, Peter is a servile



man who takes his orders and directives from the government.

Is this the type of person we want as a leading voice in the resistance
movement? Someone who will recommend the vaccine early in the pandemic
(when we all knew it was dangerous), and then change his tune, only to do
another 180 once the government declares one vaccine “safer” (less dangerous)
than the others? Given that Peter somehow thought the vaccines were safe
initially, why should we trust him on anything related to vaccines? Does he
recommend his patients take the TDAP, Hepatitis, MMR vaccines as well? You
know, because the government declared those ones as safe, right?

Peter then tells us that:

We knew January 22nd the mortality rate … exceeded a level of comfort, let’s call it a
confidence interval of acceptable safety and if we actually had the right safety guards in
the program, the program would have been shut down in February…

Ahh yes. So Peter thinks all we need is to have the right safety guards in place
and whatever “level of comfort” that the CDC deems is appropriate in terms of
safety, or whatever the FDA deems as an “acceptable safety interval,” that should
suffice for all of us.

In other words, it doesn’t really matter if we have our own standards to
determine what we feel is an acceptable level of safety, all we need is a report
from the CDC and FDA to make that decision for us...

At 9 minutes into the interview, Peter references another paper from Finland in
which he repeats the paper’s conclusions that vaccinated healthcare workers
“transmitted” the virus to vaccinated patients and some of them died. But of
course Peter never considers the other possibility, which is that it was the
vaccines that killed the patients. This is because Peter is a virus hugger. He
hugs all things virology. He either:

a) Doesn’t understand that disease is caused by toxicity. If he understood
this, then he would make the obvious connection as to what caused these
deaths.

b) He does understand this, and has been employed by Big Pharma and the
CIA to act as a soft opposition agent.

Peter also references a so-called “wedding outbreak” in Houston, among fully
vaccinated people and another paper which he says “clearly showed” that
vaccinated patients could actually acquire Delta and then become



presymptomatic or early symptomatic and pass it to other people. This is the
upside down world that Peter McCullough lives in. It’s a world where people who
have been injected with toxic poison and have no symptoms can “pass” a virus
that nobody has proven exists to other people. It’s magic.

So, let’s read the Abstract of that paper and see what we can learn:

Abstract
Importance Vaccine breakthrough by an emergent SARS-CoV-2 variant poses a great risk to
global public health.

From the beginning, the paper starts off with an assumption. There is no footnote
and it is just stated as fact. But we know it’s not a fact, because no SARS-COV-2
virus has ever been properly isolated. Since no SARS-COV-2 has been properly
isolated, it would be physically impossible to determine its variant. So right off the
bat, from the very first line of the paper, we have a gargantuan lie. The rest of
the paper is based on this false foundation, which renders all of it completely
useless.
Objective To determine the SARS-CoV-2 variant responsible for 6 cases of vaccine breakthrough.

So the objective isn’t to figure out exactly what happened or what caused the
illness. What if it was something toxic or an unknown poison in the food? What if
the illness had to do with the injection these people received, or something else
entirely?

No, these so-called scientists are going into this investigation – not from a
neutral, unbiased position and starting point – but with a preconceived
conclusion that it must be a variant of SARS-COV-2 that caused the illnesses,
and “we will find it.”

Of course, there is nothing scientific about any of this at all, and it makes me
wonder why they are so determined to prove this, rather than follow the path of
evidence, wherever it might lead. An honest objective, that is rooted in the
scientific method, might sound something more like this:

Objective: To determine the cause of the illnesses for 6 cases of fully
vaccinated individuals.

In the real world, those of us who have done our homework understand that
illness is caused by toxicity. These wedding guests didn’t “catch” a virus from one
another. Their bodies are detoxing. The wedding (and perhaps the
bachelor/bachelorette party?) with its excessive toxicity (food, cake, alcohol, lack



of sleep, travel, whatever else) is the toxic event that overloaded their systems
and put their bodies over the top. That’s what made them sick and they are now
in detox mode. So, let’s see how these superstitious germ theory pscientists go
about their “investigation.” Will they look for toxicity as a possible cause of
illness?

Design Nasopharyngeal swabs from suspected vaccine breakthrough cases were tested for
SARS-CoV-2 by qPCR for Wuhan-Hu1 and Alpha variant. Positive samples were then sequenced
by Swift Normalase Amplicon Panels to determine the causal variant.

Aha! Well, we already know that PCR can’t detect viruses, it can only detect
“fragments” and those fragments could be anything, such as cellular debris. Even
the CDC admits that they have no virus. These detoxing wedding-goers’ cells will
naturally be excreting something, which the PCR test will find. Then these
pscientists will make a series of assumptions based on computer models and
machines that were designed to find anything at all and label them as “viruses” –
by companies with profit motives and voila - we found it!

But without first properly isolating the virus, it would be impossible to fully
“sequence” it. None of these sorcerers are sequencing full genomes. When we
understand how sequencing works, we realize quickly that all these companies
are really doing is cutting and pasting “fragments” of something together and
merely labeling it as “Whole/Full Genome Sequencing”

So, what is this Swift Normalese Amplicon Panel that is used to “determine the
causal variant” by “sequencing” it? Well you can read all about this product (and
see how much it costs), here. The product is created by a company called Swift
Biosciences.

Without going into all of the details about where they get their funding from, it’s
worth noting that Swift Biosciences was acquired by Integrated Data
Technologies (IDT) in March, 2021. IDS is owned by Danaher, which is another
major American globally diversified conglomerate, headquartered in Washington
D.C. Danaher was founded by Steven M. Rales and Mitchell Rales. Danaher has
made huge profits from COVID19. Speaking strictly from a financial perspective,
COVID19 is the best thing that’s ever happened to their stock price.

IDT is a DNA Technologies company, hunting invisible particles. Of course they
are. Among those on their leadership team, we find that their VP of Global Sales
and Marketing is Raj Kapadia who used to work at Illumina. Illumina is another
suspicious company with dubious conflicts of interest via Scott Gottlieb, the
former FDA Commissioner who also sits on the Board at Pfizer. It should be



reiterated that the entire “sequencing” process, which allegedly verifies that these
viruses and variants are real and exist in the physical world, are entirely reliant
upon the integrity of these machines and the people running these companies.

The CSO of IDT is Mark Behlke who has 50 patents to his credit, many of which
are also extremely suspicious, given that the entire concept of DNA and genomic
editing is up for debate.

Let’s get real. There is no Delta Variant and there never was a SARS-COV-2
virus. Viruses don’t cause disease and nobody has ever seen a “double helix”
strand. Virology is a 150 year old lie which relies on another lie about DNA.
By
not pointing out the problems with the foundations of all of this pseudoscience,
Peter McCullough is guarding those gates. Nobody has ever “sequenced” a virus,
these are Sci-Fi fairy tales, cooked up by the minds of trillionaire con-artists and
Rockefeller pseudoscientists.

Returning to the Lancet paper:

Setting Transmission event occurred at events surrounding a wedding outside of Houston,
TX. Two patients from India, likely transmitted the Delta variant to other guests.

Really? Then how come only 6 wedding guests “caught” the virus from the two
patients from India? How was this determined? Is it factual or just a “best guess”.
By using the word “likely,” aren’t they telling us that they really have no clue?

Participants Following a positive SARS-CoV-2 qPCR test at a third-party site, six fully vaccinated
patients were investigated. Three males and three females ranged from 53 to 69 years old. One
patient suffered from diabetes while three others were classified as overweight.

So 4 of the 6 were ripe for a detox after travel, excessive food, drinks, etc.

No significant other comorbidities were identified. None of the patients had a history of failed
vaccination.

Well, except for the one. So, when were these patients vaccinated? How long
before the wedding? We don’t even need to jump to vaccination as a possible
cause of their illnesses, we have plenty of wedding related toxicity available, but
wouldn’t it at least be responsible to include this detail?

Question Which SARS-CoV-2 variant is responsible for 6 cases of vaccine breakthrough, one
interventional monoclonal antibody treatment, and one death?

Real scientists would ask real questions, such as:



● What was responsible for the 6 cases of illness?
● What possible sources of toxicity were all 6 people exposed to that may

have caused their illnesses?
● Can toxicity be discounted as a possible source of the illness?
● How long ago were the patients vaccinated?
● What were the diets of the 6 people?
● Could any of the existing comorbidities have contributed to the illness?

Instead, these pscientists simply assume that the illness must have been caused
by a virus and start their investigation from this biased position.

Findings Viral sequencing revealed 6 vaccinated patients were infected with the Delta
SARS-CoV-2 variant. With no histories of vaccine breakthrough, this suggests Delta variant
may possess immune evasion in patients that received the Pfizer BNT162b2, Moderna
mRNA-1273, and Covaxin BBV152.

Oh great, more findings that suggest things. Given what we know about the
non-existence of the virus and the fraudulent “sequencing” machines, we know
this statement is untrue. What these pseudoscientists have actually done is make
an assumption and then design their experiments to confirm their assumption.

Meaning Delta variant may pose the highest risk out of any currently circulating SARS-CoV-2
variants, with increased transmissibility over Alpha variant and possible vaccine breakthrough.

Well, we know what means! “We are going to need new vaccines which will
make us hundreds of billions of dollars! How convenient that we found this Delta
variant! Such good fortune for us, isn’t it?”

Now, if Peter McCullough was really interested in educating the public, he would
go over all of what I’ve outlined above. But he’s not on the side of the public, so
instead, he weaves his magic wand and puts everyone under the hypnosis of
virology. When Stew asks Peter how there can be a Delta Variant if the virus has
never been isolated, Peter says he’s not an expert but “something something
sequencing,” and then waves it off without further discussion. These are the
types of answers that ignorant people fall for because they think “Peter” is on
their side.

A real journalist would stop Peter McCullough right here and ask additional
questions about the sequencing process. How does sequencing work? Who
makes the machines, and what is the exact process of how these machines
operate to do their magical “sequencing?” Is this process susceptible to fraud?
Which companies stand to profit off the “discovery” of the virus and who sits on
the Board of Directors at those companies? Are there any conflicts of interest,
financial or otherwise? Is there any overview by third parties? Checks and



balances? That’s what a diligent, responsible journalist would do – they would
hold their interviewee accountable for their statements of fiction and fantasy.
Peter tells Stew that he thinks the sequencing data is “pretty solid” while at the
same time acknowledging that he’s “not an expert.”

...we know this from sequencing … all of these papers are very well done and they do
sequencing, they can identify the entire genome of the virus ... so it’s assumed that if you can
see the entire genome, the virus is there…”

Right … it’s assumed that the virus is there because they “do sequencing.”

What a scam.

Nobody in the world is doing real, legitimate whole genome sequencing. What
they are doing is playing with Legos, like children. They are grabbing tiny blocks
of legos and assembling them together with their imaginations to create an
imaginary virus that nobody has actually seen, and calling this process “whole
genome sequencing.” Even Peter admits that this is all based on assumptions.

Peter then tells Stew that 86% of the positive COVID cases in Israel are fully
vaccinated, but again ignores the possibility that it could have been something
in the vaccine that triggered the positive test. The reason why Peter is able to
get away with this monstrous lie is because of “muh sequencing.”

What we must understand with clarity, is that DNA is nothing but a theoretical
concept which puts all claims about “genomic sequencing” in the realm of theory
and not observable evidence, confirmed by experimentation and the scientific
method. So-called DNA evidence can be easily fabricated. No scientist in the
world can prove any of this nonsense and no scientist in the history of the world
has ever seen a “chromosome” or DNA.

Every word out of Peter McCulloughs mouth is based on a flawed foundation of
theory. Not a single word that he says about “sequencing” is based on science
or rooted in the scientific method. It’s all based on machines that can be
programmed to find whatever they want to find. Everything else he says about
viruses, variants, COVID19, vaccines, treatments, etc. are all based on a false
premise.

Here is another interview that Peter McCullough recently gave, where the
interviewer described him as “a world expert,” and a “voice of reason and logic
and rationale.” As we’ve established above, this soft opposition agent is far
from
a voice of reason, logic or rationale for the simple fact that he is promoting



fictional concepts and masquerading as an expert. His entire argument about
“pathogens” and COVID19 rests on a lie about “sequencing.”

To start, McCullough says that he’s completed an in depth fellowship on virology
in the last year. Had he actually done such a thing, he would have come to the
undeniable conclusion that there is no SARS-COV-2 virus. He also says that he’s
been involved with clinical trials for NIH and Pharmaceutical Companies and has
“treated patients with COVID19.”

Clearly, Dr. McCullough, like most Doctors, is stuck in the Dark Ages of
medicine, subscribing to fairy tales about pathogens based on nothing but
whatever the computer screen tells him. He is a man who doesn’t understand
that the majority of illnesses are caused by toxicity. He believes in Santa Claus.

Dr. McCullough makes the outrageous claim that this “virus” has a special,
unique and magical property to it, which allows it to affect people differently,
based on age. Young people only express symptoms similar to a common cold,
while older people are affected more severely. If the good Doctor would wake up
from his germ theory delusion, he would understand that elderly people carry a
lifetime of toxicity, which is why they are suffering worse than young people under
the age of 50, who haven’t been exposed to as much of the same toxicity yet.
This is why the youngest of the population (children) are the least affected.
Simple stuff, but Dr. McCullough is blinded by his PhD and years of indoctrination
and dogma, so he can’t see it.

Or maybe he can see it, and he’s employed by forces to obfuscate. Since Dr.
McCullough isn’t as heavily connected to the evil umbrella of the vaccine industry
and Big Pharma as others (like Dr. Malone), I will give him the benefit of the
doubt for now and just call him a soft opposition agent. Perhaps he’s not as dark
as some of the others, but he’s still not going to accomplish anything for the
resistance movement by ignoring the elephant in the room.

It is very easy to tell that Dr. McCullough is indoctrinated by listening to him talk
about patients in the ICU and ventilators. He says the current mortality rate of
someone who needs the ICU in the United States is 38% and the point is that the
hospital is too late for these people. What he doesn’t want to admit is that it’s the
ventilators and the hospitals that are making these people more sick and killing
some of them.

He admits that early intubation may have been the wrong decision for some
people. In other words, they killed them. So, if they were killing people with bad



assumptions, then why are we listening to ANY of these people? Why should
anything they have to say about viruses be credible, when they were wrong
about ventilators which resulted in deaths, as Dr. McCullough himself admits?
Those people weren’t killed by a virus, they were murdered in the hospital.

The rest of the interview consists of more of the same claptrap about viruses,
variants, mutations, etc. While the interviewer does ask some good questions, it’s
ultimately a waste of time since it all rests on a foundation of lies and Germ
Theory dogma.

At the end of the day, Dr. McCullough is pro-vaccine, he just wants them to be
safer (i.e. less dangerous). That’s what we see over and over and over again
from these controlled opposition agents (wittingly or not). Not a single one of
these people is truly against vaccines, nor are they educating the public about
the dangers of vaccines. They all believe in contagious pathogens and Germ
Theory. They will never deviate from this belief because by doing so, it would
undermine their entire industry and careers, and the global population would
finally wake up and realize that ALL VACCINES ARE A SCAM.

So let’s toss Dr. McCullough into the garbage can where he belongs, with the rest
of these false prophets. Viruses do not cause disease. There is no such thing as
an infectious, contagious virus. No viruses have been isolated and “sequencing”
is nothing but Big Pharma trickery. Germ Theory is a lie and all vaccines are
dangerous.

Once we understand these very simple concepts, we can stop following
deceivers like Dr. Peter McCullough and begin to create real solutions to these
problems. If you still think Dr. McCullough is one of the good guys, then perhaps
you should read Christine Massey’s thorough takedown of him.

AND…
Head over to this page to see who funds Peter McCullough.
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